Abstract-Urban traffic control is the main factor that contributes to traffic jam. Approach in distributed Urban traffic control has been developed in several research, but the coordinating controller factor is basically a quite complicated task to tackle, because between intersection have dependency, so required a method of distributed control system capable for synchronizing between intersections. In this paper we present architecture of decentralized self-organizing traffic control with swarm-self organizing map in real situation even on non-structure intersections like in Jakarta (Indonesia). Based on the proposed architecture we have been implemented Traffic Signal Control System for controlling traffic lights in which the coordination between the intersections is implemented using distributed swarm self-organizing map. Traffic Signal Control System were tested in a simulated real-road scenario of Jakarta. By means of the computer simulation, the application of distributed swarm signal self-organizing control is proved effective in urban traffic.
INTRODUCTION
Ineffective traffic management in urban areas is the main factor causing heavy congestion.
This unfavorable condition involves problems such as increasing traffic accidents, environmental pollution and economic loss in terms of money and time. In line with this hectic situation some researchers have been attempting to model a new algorithm in order to come up with the optimization of the traffic controller. Traffic control systems try to minimize the traveling delay of vehicles through a network of intersections. Arterial control, such as green wave [1] , is an efficient strategy only to some arterials by sacrificing branches benefits.
Many methods have been introduced to manage traffic signal controller. Pate1 [2] presents a real-time intelligent decision making system for urban traffic control applications. The system integrates a backpropagation-based artificial neural network (ANN) that can learn and adapt to the dynamically changing environment and a fuzzy expert system for decision making. Hong [3] used fuzzy control to manage the urban traffic signal. And Binghamde [4] built the model of urban traffic control using the fuzzy-neuro method. Most works on this management focus on single or stand alone controller algorithm, in fact it is a distributive controller problems, where every traffic signal is assumed like "a node".
Distributed urban traffic control has been developed in several research. Edward [5] introduces Decentralized Control of Traffic Networks. Srinivasan [6] adopts the multiagent system approach to develop distributed unsupervised traffic responsive signal control models, where each agent in the system is a local traffic signal controller for one intersection in the traffic network using Neural Network. Coordinating controller is a quite complicated task to tackle. Because between intersection have dependency, so required a method of distributed control system capable for synchronizing between intersections.
The objective of this paper is to design a decentralized and self-organizing control strategy for a traffic signal network adapting to dynamical environmental changes based on only local traffic information. Previously, a decentralized control method is arbitrary interconnected oneway traffic network by adjusting the split setting [5] . The studies in [9, 10, 11] pose the traffic signal control as an optimization problem such as a combination of reinforcement learning to maximize local traffic at each intersection and global optimization by Evolutionary
Computational Method [9, 12] , minimization of the total delay experienced by all network traffic at each section in a given network using a dynamic programming technique [10] and adjustment of green period by reinforcement learning [11] . However, we have found no studies concerned with adjusting all the three parameters (cycle time, spilt and offset) based on the completely decentralized approach.
In this paper, first we describe the architecture of the Self-Organizing Control of Urban Traffic Control. Second, we describe a traffic signal network using a system of nonlinear coupled oscillators. The self-organization observed in nonlinear coupled oscillators is referred to as "synchronization" or "the phenomenon of entrainment" [13] , where oscillators having different natural frequencies are phase locked with some phase delays as a result of their mutual or one-sided interaction. In this signal network control problem, we found it useful to apply a nonlinear coupled oscillator system to achieve desired signal pattern of the network using such a self-organizing phenomenon of collective oscillation. Third, we develop traffic signal control system by adopting decentralized control strategy of the cycle time and the split setting of the signals. So the desired offset patterns are self-organized through mutual entrainment based on local traffic demand to achieve efficient traffic flow reducing the cost of the "stop-and-go" at signals [7] . Finally, visualization of simulation demonstrates the effectiveness proposed method under unstructured condition like in Indonesia. Second component is the simulator. The simulator used in verification and testing TSCS. In the process of verification and testing, simulator is set to be can modeled in a synthetic traffic conditions in Indonesia. Verification and testing is intended to ensure that TSCS is able to handle the situation in real world.
Third component is the map converter (MP). MP is an application to obtain a road information and intersection from traffic networks on Jakarta. The information is obtained by extract and identify of road network from map image. Then information will be used as data input for Traffic Signal Control System in calculation process. In addition, this information is sent to simulator for verification and testing process. 
Swarm-Self Organizing Map Method
To the best knowledge of the author, in the last condition of distributed urban traffic control implementation, coordination between intersections is not established well. For resolving this, author implements a swarm-self organizing map method.
Urban traffic signal network is modeled with bi-directed graph as seen in figure 6 . Every intersection is denoted by a node, and the neighbor of is . This signal phase is affected by the size of the traffic coming from. Author implements phase model description of coupled oscillator proposed by Kuramoto [9] , which is a model generalized and denoted with:
With coupling constants ij  (which will be defined in the next section), where:
Equation above holds for every value of i and j.
For the remainder of the paper, author will use following model for oscillator:
Euler formula defines that, Equation (5) can be written as ,
Euler formula defines that,
With utilizing euler formula, equation (8) can be rearranged as: 
After that, equation (16) will expand through be model entrainment, i.e.:
if equation 16 is equalized with equation 17 then this relationship will be:
With trigonometri manipulation, it can be proven that bellow relationship will hold between i  , ai and bi: 
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The followong wil describe, the adjustment of split setting of traffic light. First, cycle time of signal will be defined as follow:
The above equation includes which is clearence constant, where 
From the equation (22), the desired split time for the flow of vehicles coming from horizontal and vertical can be obtained using equation:
Hance, update function can be defined with following equation:
Where  is change constants which will affects the change rate from current split time to desired split time.
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In the followings, the strategy to adjust offset pattern of traffic lights using mutual entrainment is described. Let i  denotes the relative phase between i  and i  which is defined as:
Then the dynamics of the relative phase can be denoted with the following equation:
where is natural frequency from weight phase average, 
IV. TRAFFIC SIMULATOR
The Traffic simulator is built using Java Language with component based development method. This simulation step is also intended so that the system design and modeling that has been done can be implemented in real world.
There are various scenario to compare the effectiveness between the conventional method and the proposed method. There are two kinds of traffic environment which represent the condition of the traffic network system in Jakarta. First is a simple map ( Figure.8) as representative of far-ranging intersection the traffic network region on Jakarta. Second is the complex map ( Figure.9) as representative of compact intersection of the traffic network on Jakarta.
We use two parameter for testing TSCS. There are (i) mean of arriving of vehicle per second for every road, and (ii) the average of velocity in meter per second. The mean of arriving of vehicle per second for every road have tree typical scenario vehicle condition for represent of real-time traffic condition in Jakarta, i.e. high traffic density, medium traffic density, and low traffic density. First, high traffic density scenario is represents the peak periods. A peak periods or rush hour is a part of day where traffic congestion on roads and crowding on public transport is at its highest. Normally, this happens twice a day, once in the morning, and once in the evening, the times during when most people commute. Second, Medium traffic density scenario is represents periods of public transport at normal condition. Normal condition happens in between peak times. Third, low traffic density scenario represents traffic condition that happens in the night. Furthermore, the avarage of velocity is get from avarage of distance per total time all vehicle in simulation.
In simulator, every intersection has information such as the path length between the street intersection, the vehicle velocity, cycle time signal phase, the number of vehicles passing through 
V. RESULTS
The algorithm presented in the previous sections was tested in a simulated real road scenario on Jakarta, and compare the performance of the algoritm with other algoritm has been applied on Jakarta Traffic Control System. The system was tested 30 times using random input and running simulation in 3 minute.
The screeshoot comparation of simulation using traffic signal control conventional and traffic signal control modification based on self-organizing methods to handle a complex real traffic light system in Indonesia showed in Fig 11 . The result of the experiment that shows of avarge velocity of vehicle is shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13 . The simulation results on simple map in three conditions of traffic density (low, medium, high) are presented in Fig. 12 . From the graph 12 (a) we observe at low traffic density condition, the velocity of vehicle values for proposed algorithm is about 5.9% higher than random static algorithm. From the graph 12 (b) we observe that at medium traffic density condition, the velocity of vehicle values for proposed algorithm is about 16% higher than random static algorithm. From the graph 12 (c) we observe that at high traffic density condition after a short higher than random static algorithm. Because, random static algorithm is unable to handle the congestion due to the big waiting queues for each street and traffic light phase. We can conclude that for simple map in three condition of traffic density, our proposed algorithms have improvements to the traffic flow, and good results in cases of high traffic density.
The simulation results on complex map in three conditions of traffic density (low, medium, high) are presented in Fig. 13 . From the graph 13 (a) we observe at low traffic density condition, the velocity of vehicle values for proposed algorithm is about 2.1% higher than random static algorithm. From the graph 13 (b) we observe that at medium traffic density condition, the velocity of vehicle values for proposed algorithm is about 18% higher than random static algorithm. From the graph 13 (c) we observe that at high traffic density condition after a short period of time the simulation, the velocity of vehicle values for proposed algorithm is 20-25%
higher than random static algorithm. In this case, proposed algorithm is able to handle the congestion due to the big waiting queues for each street and traffic light phase. Because every intersection occurs synchronize to set the green wave of traffic flow, so there were no big queues for each street. We can conclude that for complex map in three condition of traffic density, our proposed algorithms have very good improvements to the traffic flow, and very good results in cases complex map and high traffic density.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we describe a new architecture of urban traffic control system. We built a visualization of simulation using traffic signal control conventional and traffic signal control modification based on swarm self-organizing map methods to handle a simple and complex real traffic light system in Indonesia. The simulation result for new architecture of traffic signal control system achieved an overall better performance compare to random static for three simulation scenarios. The results suggest that swarm self-organizing map methods can provide effective control of complex traffic network. In next step we will analysis the performance off the system in different scenario. The long term of our research is to simulate whole parts of traffic network in city of Indonesia. 
